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Distributed Systems

• Coordinating actions of separate networks by sending messages

• A universal problem is creating a network simulation that accurately 
represents what a network would act like with real people using it

• Examples: Telecommunication, World Wide Web, database 
management



Past Work On Async and Sync

• Synchronous has many meanings, we only approach one

• Asynchronous can have many different restrictions, for this 
presentation we keep the simplest definition

• There exist other models such as partially synchronous which 
combine features of both sync and async into one model but we are 
not focusing on these today
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Motivation

Create a model that accurately represents the synchronicity of real-
world users in a system



Predefined Results

• The round model is a definition of a synchronous system where every 
action taken in round r should be completed before round r+1

• Two systems are equivalent if the respective pairs of matching users 
receive the same information in the same order such that the output 
of one system is a subset of the output of the other and vice versa

• Adversaries must have certain restrictions to prevent the system from 
never ending



Synchronous Model = Round Model



Synchronous Model = Round Model Intuition

• We create an equation to do a time conversion between the global 
time T of the sync model and round R of the round model

• Show how times of events (send, receiving, round ending/starting) 
can all be converted between the two

• Sequence and content of events is the same so models are equal



Review the Differences

• Synchronous
• Global clock

• Restricted delivery time

• Asynchronous
• No Global Clock

• Unrestricted delivery time



Asynchronous with Clock

• Compare an asynchronous system with synchronous clocks to a 
regular asynchronous system

• Help determine what factors are important to creating a slightly 
stronger system

Define: An asynchronous system with synchronous clocks is one where 
each user can access a global clock with no time cost, but the delivery 
time is unrestricted with only the guarantee that a message will 
eventually be received.



Proving Global Time is Irrelevant



Intuition Summary

• The internal independent clocks of the async without clocks system 
add random values after receiving messages to simulate the passage 
of time relative to the user it received from

• This ensures all messages are received in the same sequence and that 
the right number of messages is received before the system ends



Introducing Adversaries

• Use adversaries to change the actions of a select few users

Define: A normal adversary allows up to f users to send arbitrary 
messages at any time 

Define: A special adversary does what a normal adversary does and 
also, for any number of honest users, it can block messages from up f 
users



After Adding Adversaries

• After this, we came to the conclusion that

• Synchronous + Special Adversary = Asynchronous + Normal Adversary

• Adding adversaries was useful in showing which parts of a system can 
add and remove synchronicity

• Synchronous + Alternate adversary could be close to an accurate model



Conclusion

• Changing the delivery time and messages holds the biggest bearing 
over the strength of the system

• Create more adversaries to create more interesting effects on systems

• Find an adversary that defines a system closest to the real world
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